LittleHippo Mella Ready to Rise Children's Trainer, Alarm Clock, Night Light Sleep Sounds Machine

Product Description

Can't keep your kid in bed? Let us help with that.

MELLA is the #1 most backed kid's clock and all-in-one Ready to Rise children's sleep trainer designed to keep your kid in bed longer. MELLA is a sleep trainer, alarm clock, sleep sounds machine, night light and nap timer rolled into one adorable package.

Studies show that children do not fully understand the concept of time until around 8 years old. MELLA uses colors and facial expressions to teach your kid when it's time for bed and when it's okay to wake up. With MELLA, your kid can learn to stay in bed longer, giving you more sleep!

TECH SPECS

- Power: Type A A/C Adapter (Input: 100-240 V, Output: 5.0 V)
- Cable: Detachable 4 ft USB
- Battery: CR2032 (preserves memory settings ONLY - MELLA must be plugged in for functionality)
- Dimensions: 4.25" x 4.25" x 4.50"
- Recommended Age: 0+ for night light/sleep sounds; 3+ for all functions
- Display: 5 brightness settings; 12 or 24 hour
- Volume: 5 volume settings
6 NIGHT LIGHT COLORS

OPTIONAL NIGHT LIGHT
3 BRIGHTNESS OPTIONS
SET DURATION OPTIONS

SIMPLE BUTTONS & SETTINGS
CHILD LOCK FUNCTIONALITY
CHILD SAFE ABS & SILICONE
CR2032 BATTERY INCLUDED FOR MEMORY BACKUP
POWERED BY USB ADAPTER (INCLUDED)

BETTER, LONGER SLEEP FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

ALARM CLOCK
3 playful sounds to start the day

SOUND MACHINE
3 peaceful sounds (4 volume levels)

NAP TIMER
Available or preset countdown timer